Neural response to experimental heat pain in stable patients with schizophrenia.
Diminished pain sensitivity in schizophrenia has been reported in clinical studies. While the role of antipsychotic medications as a cause of the decrease in pain perception has been questioned, little is known about neural pain processing in treated schizophrenia patients. The aim of this pilot study was to examine the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) changes induced by an experimental pain tolerance (endure) hot stimuli vs. non-painful stimuli in clinically stable patients with schizophrenia and in healthy controls. Twelve patients with schizophrenia, treated with risperidone and considered clinically stable, and 13 gender- and age-matched healthy controls were studied using painful and non-painful thermal stimuli in a periodic block design. BOLD changes were assessed using high field, 3 T functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI). Pain tolerance in stable patients was not statistically different than healthy controls. Interestingly, patients showed higher activation in the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) and superior prefrontal cortex, and less activation in the posterior cingulate cortex and brainstem than controls. Our pilot study indicates that pain tolerance is similar in clinically stable patients and controls, although the neural processing of pain is not normalized with antipsychotic treatment.